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ABSTRACT 
Kanci Pejagan Toll Road is the first among Bakrie Toll Road’s portfolio and 
successfully operated since the beginning of this year. The new toll road is an 
important milestone and expected to gain enough profit and finally would strengthen 
portfolio of Bakrie Toll Road for upcoming projects.  
The toll revenue is essential for company’s going concern as a business and 
the key factor of toll revenue is highly dependent on traffic volume and toll tariff. 
Toll tariff is regulated by government policy in concern of public and investor 
interest, therefore can’t be changed. This makes traffic volume a very important 
aspect in terms of revenue generation.  
In early months of its operation, Kanci Pejagan Toll Road has not been able to 
fulfill its traffic volume target, especially in the truck category. This research will 
discuss the proposed marketing strategy ideas for Kanci Pejagan Toll Road as the key 
strategic initiatives to achieve the traffic volume target as the short term and long 
term agenda. 
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